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Abstract—In this article, simplified and easy-to-work-with equa-

Q1

5
tions for the Lambert W-function are derived. This function is6
widely used to solve equations related to photovoltaic systems. More7
specifically, this mathematical function represents a useful tool8
when modeling solar cells/panels performance (that is, the current-9
voltage curve) by analytical approaches. However, the Lambert10
W-function has a complex solving process which might represent11
an unaffordable mathematical challenge for a great number of pro-12
fessionals/technicians in the photovoltaic industrial sector. Simple13
approximations for the Lambert W-function on both of its branches14
(positive and negative) are proposed in this article. The results of15
the present article show a simple but accurate way for photovoltaic16
systems modeling, even when these systems comprise a maximum17
power point tracking subsystem.18

Index Terms—1-diode/2-resistor model, I–V curve, Lambert W-19
function, maximum power point tracking (MPPT), photovoltaic20
systems performance, solar cell, solar panel.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

R ENEWABLE energy plays a very important role in reduc-23

ing fossil resources consumption [1], which is a present24

and urgent need for mankind due to problems, such as global25

warming, climate change and air pollution [2]. Among the26

different renewable energy sources, solar energy is probably the27

most relevant, as it is clean, safe, and unlimited [3], [4].28

The figures can be overwhelming. In one year the amount29

of energy received from the sun is 10 000 times larger than30

the world’s energy consumption [4]. The installed photovoltaic31

power increased from 100.9 GW in 2012 to 230 GW in 2015,32

reaching 400 GW in 2017 [1], [5]. This rate of increase has been33
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possible due to a new generation of solar cells that allow pro- 34

duction growth while reducing costs and environmental impact 35

[6]. 36

Modeling has become the key for photovoltaic system de- 37

sign and development, as it allows proper and accurate energy 38

production forecasts [7]. The modeling of these photovoltaic 39

systems (solar cells or solar panels) is normally carried out 40

by using equivalent circuit models, whose equations are quite 41

challenging as they are mathematically implicit expressions. 42

Nevertheless, in the last decade the Lambert W-function has 43

been revealed as a powerful tool to solve these equations. 44

The aim of the present article is to derive simple expressions 45

for the Lambert W-function, which is commonly used in pho- 46

tovoltaic systems, and describe how this function is required to 47

solve equations related to these systems. The proposed expres- 48

sions were derived by fitting well-known mathematical equa- 49

tions (polynomials, exponential functions, hyperbolic functions) 50

to points on the Lambert W-function calculated numerically 51

with the highest available accuracy. The work carried out in 52

the IDR/UPM Institute has prompted the authors to carry out 53

the present article, as simple solutions to analyze solar panel 54

behavior are required when developing spacecraft missions in a 55

concurrent design facility [[8]–[11]], or analyzing thermoelec- 56

tric coupled behavior [12]. 57

The innovation offered by the present article is to derive 58

very simple expressions for the Lambert W-function that can be 59

solved quickly with a pocket calculator, to model a photovoltaic 60

systems performance (or that can be easily programmed for 61

complex simulations, such as the thermo-electric analysis of 62

space systems). 63

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, 64

the Lambert W-Function is described in relation to its use in 65

photovoltaic systems modeling. In Section III, the different 66

mathematical expressions derived to estimate the Lambert W- 67

function branches W−1, W0
+, and W0

−, are defined, together 68

with their accuracy. In Section IV, the results of the use of these 69

equations are shown. Finally, the conclusions is summarized in 70

Section V. 71

II. LAMBERT W-FUNCTION 72

The Lambert W-function has proven to be a very useful 73

tool for solving equations related to: time-delay differential 74

problems, control stability, flight dynamics of projectiles, en- 75

zyme kinetics, and solid-state electronics modeling problems 76
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Fig. 1. Lambert W-function. The different branches are indicated in the graph.

[13]. Solar cell/panel modeling sits within the latter discipline77

[[14]–[21]].78

The Lambert W-function, W(z), is defined as79

z = W (z) exp (W (z)) (1)

where z is a complex number. For a real variable x, the Lambert80

function is defined within the bracket [−1/e, �], having a double81

value within the bracket [−1/e, 0]. Two different branches are82

defined for this function: W0(x), for W(x) ≥−1, and W−1(x), for83

W(x) ≤ −1. Additionally, the branch W0(x) is divided into two84

sections that can be better approached separately: W0
−(x), for85

W0(x) ≤ 0, and W0
+(x), for W0 (x) ≥ 0, see Fig. 1.86

This is quite a complex function that needs some computa-87

tional aid to be solved, as it is defined by an explicit mathematical88

expression. Although easier approximations to this function89

can be found in the literature, such as the one proposed by90

Barry et al. [22], they are still too complex to be considered91

“direct” equations. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that92

the approximation from Barry et al. related to the sub-branch93

W0
+(x) and is far less complicated than the ones related to94

W−1(x) and W0
−(x) (see Appendix).95

A. Lambert W-Function When Using 1-Diode/2-Resistor96

Equivalent Circuit Model97

The 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model is the most98

popular way to model solar cell/panel behavior. The equation99

that relates the output current, I, to the output voltage, V, in this100

Fig. 2. Solar cell/panel 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit.

Fig. 3. I–V (current-voltage) and P–V (power-voltage) curves of a Si solar
cell.

model (see Fig. 2) is the following [23]: 101

I = Ipv − I0

[
exp

(
V + IRs

naVT

)
− 1

]
− V + IRs

Rsh
(2)

in which the first term is the photocurrent, the second term is 102

the current through the diode, and the third term represents the 103

current through the shunt resistor. VT is the thermal voltage 104

(VT = κT/q; κ being the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, 105

and q the electron charge), a is the ideality factor of the diode 106

and n is the number of series-connected cells within the panel. 107

Working with the above equation is not a simple task, as the 108

parameters involved in the equation (Ipv, I0, a, Rs, and Rsh) 109

should be calculated to fit the equation to a specific I-V curve 110

(see Fig. 3), which depends on both the solar irradiance, G, on 111

the cell/panel and its temperature, T. 112

Equation (1) is an implicit mathematical expression. There- 113

fore, for a given value of the output voltage V the calculation 114

of the corresponding output current I is not immediate, which 115

makes an iteration process necessary. Nevertheless, different 116

methodologies have been developed to work with this equation 117

depending on the available information [24]–[30]. 118

Among the aforementioned methodologies developed to fit 119

equation (1) to a specific I–V curve, it is possible to men- 120

tion numerical and analytical ones. Numerical techniques fit 121

the equation by using different algorithms. These procedures 122

obtain very accurate results. However, they require both high 123

computational resources and skill. Additionally, they might be 124

a drawback if coupled calculations are required (thermoelectric 125

calculations of the behavior of solar panels in space are a good 126

example of this sort of calculation [12]). 127
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On the other hand, analytical procedures are simpler and based128

on limited information from the I–V curve, its characteristic129

points are as follows [31], [32]:130

1) short circuit current Isc;131

2) open circuit voltage Voc;132

3) current and voltage at maximum power point (MPP) Imp133

and Vmp.134

Analytical methodologies are not as accurate as the numerical135

ones, but can offer quick and satisfactory results.136

If the characteristic points of the I–V curve are known for137

certain values of sun irradiance G and the temperature T, it138

is possible to calculate four of the parameters of the model in139

relation to the fifth one, which is the ideality factor, a [23], [33]140

Ipv =
Rsh +Rs

Rsh
Isc (3)

I0 =
(Rsh +Rs) Isc − Voc

Rsh exp
(

Voc

naVT

) (4)

× naVTVmp (2Imp − Isc)(
(VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)) (Vmp − ImpRs)

−naVT (VmpIsc − VocImp)

)

= exp

(
Vmp + ImpRs − Voc

naVT

)
(5)

Rsh =
(Vmp − ImpRs) (Vmp −Rs (Isc − Imp)− naVT )

(Vmp − ImpRs) (Isc − Imp)− naVT Imp
.

(6)

Therefore, once the ideality factor a, has been estimated141

(according to its value within the bracket [1, 1.5] [34], [35]),142

it is possible to sequentially obtain Rs [from (5)], Rsh [from143

(6)], I0 [from (4)], and Ipv [from (3)]. Finally, the output current144

I can be defined for each value of the output voltage V by means145

of an iterative process, or the following equation [36]:146

I =
Rsh (Ipv + I0)− V

Rsh +Rs

− naVT

Rs
W0

(
RshRsI0

naVT (Rsh +Rs)

exp

(
RshRs (Ipv + I0) +RshV

naVT (Rsh +Rs)

))
(7)

where W0 is the positive branch of the Lambert W-function. In147

fact, the right-side sub-branch W0
+ is the one required.148

Alternatively, solving equation (5) to obtain the value of Rs149

requires an iterative process, this parameter can be obtained from150

[37]151

Rs = A (W−1 (B exp (C))− (D + C)) (8)

where W−1 is the negative branch of the Lambert W-function152

and153

A =
naVT

Imp
(9)

B = − Vmp (2Imp − Isc)

VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)
(10)

C = −2Vmp − Voc

naVT
+

VmpIsc − VocImp

VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)
(11)

D =
Vmp − Voc

naVT
. (12)

B. Explicit Models Solved With the Lambert W-Function 154

There are several explicit models to analyze the current- 155

voltage performance of a solar cell/panel [38], [39]. Although 156

these approximations do not preserve any physical aspect of 157

the photovoltaic conversion process, they are interesting and 158

accurate enough to generate new works from time to time [40]. 159

Among the explicit models, the ones that reach a solution based 160

on the Lambert W-function are as follows. 161

1) El-Tayyan’s model 162

I = Isc − C1 exp

(
−Voc

C2

)(
exp

(
V

C2

)
− 1

)
(13)

where 163

C1 =
Isc

1 − exp
(
−Voc

C2

) (14)

and, if Voc/C2 >> 1 164

C2 =
Vmp − Voc

W−1

((
1 − Voc

Vmp

)(
Imp

Isc

)) . (15)

165

2) Karmalkar and Haneefa’s model 166

I

Isc
= 1 − (1 − γ)

(
V

Voc

)
− γ

(
V

Voc

)m

(16)

where 167

γ =
2
(

Imp

Isc

)
− 1

(m− 1)
(

Vmp

Voc

)m (17)

m =

W−1

(
−
(

Voc

Vmp

) 1
K ( 1

K

)
ln
(

Vmp

Voc

))

ln
(

Vmp

Voc

) +
1
K

+ 1 (18)

with 168

K =
1 −

(
Imp

Isc

)
−
(

Vmp

Voc

)
2
(

Imp

Isc

)
− 1

. (19)

169

3) Das’ model 170

I

Isc
=

1 −
(

V
Voc

)k
1 + h

(
V
Voc

) (20)

where 171

k =
W−1

((
Imp

Isc

)
ln
(

Vmp

Voc

))
ln
(

Vmp

Voc

) (21)
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Fig. 4. Sketch of a solar panel connected to a dc–dc converter that works as
MPPT.

h =

(
Voc

Vmp

)(
Isc
Imp

− 1
k
− 1

)
. (22)

C. Modeling Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)172

Performance With the Lambert W-Function173

The ambient conditions in which a solar panel works (temper-174

ature and solar irradiance), have a relevant effect on its perfor-175

mance [12], [37], [41]. This problem has led to the development176

of MPPT methods, in order to fix the working point of the solar177

panel at the MPP of the I–V curve (see Fig. 3), no matter the178

level of the irradiance on the solar panel or the temperature of179

its cells.180

Among the different electronic architectures on which MPPT181

systems are based, dc–dc converters should be mentioned [42]–182

[45]. In this MPPT, the voltage at the primary winding (where the183

solar panel is connected, see Fig. 4) is changed in relation to the184

voltage at the secondary winding, to reach the aforementioned185

MPP [46]–[49]. Additionally, it should be noted that the process186

of setting the voltage at the primary winding of the dc–dc187

converter at the MPP of a solar panel, in relation to the irradiance188

and temperature conditions, is not an immediate task, since there189

are many procedures available in [50]–[57].190

The behavior of a solar panel can be defined by means of191

its efficiency, η, defined as the ratio between the input and the192

output power193

η =
V2I2

V1I1
(23)

where V1 is the input voltage, V2 is the output voltage, I1 is194

the input current, and I2 is the output current (all variables in195

relation to the MPPT, see Fig. 4).196

The efficiency η of the three dc–dc converters used in the197

UPMSat-2 satellite power distribution subsystem is plotted in198

relation to the output current I2 in Fig. 5. These converters are199

as follows.200

1) ±15 V converter: It converts the bus voltage into +15 and201

−15 V (this converter has two output voltage levels in202

relation to ground).203

2) +5 V converter: It converts +15 V voltage into +5 V.204

3) +3.3 V converter: It converts +15 V voltage into +3.3 V.205

Fig. 5. Efficiency η of the UPMSat-2 power distribution subsystem dc–dc
converters in relation to the output current I2. The fitting of (24) to the three data
sets have also been plotted as solid lines.

It is possible to fit each one of these curves to the following 206

equation: 207

η = ηmax (1 − exp (g (I2))) (24)

where ηmax is the maximum value of the efficiency and f (I2) is a 208

function (normally, a polynomial) which depends on the output 209

current, I2. If the simplest approach is selected: 210

g (I2) = − I2

Ich
. (25)

Equation (24) becomes the well-known solution of a first order 211

system. In the above equation, Ich is a characteristic current. 212

In Fig. 5, (24) has been fitted to the three sets of data, the 213

values of the maximum efficiency and the characteristic current 214

being: η = 0.8 and Ich = 0.22 A (±15 V converter); η = 0.84 215

and Ich = 0.25 A (+5 V converter); and η = 0.78 and Ich = 0.31 216

A (+3.3 V converter). 217

Once the output voltage, V2, the input variables of the MPPT 218

(I1 and V1, i.e., the MPP), and the behavior of the MPPT (η and 219

Ich) are known, the problem that needs to be solved is finding 220

the correct value of the output current I2. The following implicit 221

equation defines this problem: 222

I2 =
V1I1

V2
ηmax

(
1 − exp

(
− I2

Ich

))
. (26)

As the equation from the solar panel 1-D/2-R equivalent 223

circuit model, the above equation can be defined by using the 224

left side of the Lambert W-function positive branch 225

I2 = Ich
(
λ +W−

0 (−λ exp (−λ))
)

(27)

where 226

λ =
V1I1

V2Ich
ηmax. (28)
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III. LAMBERT W-FUNCTION SIMPLE EQUATIONS227

Once the problems in which the Lambert W-function needs to228

be accurately estimated were identified (see previous sections),229

they can be summarized as follows.230

1) 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model231

a) Solving equation (8) to obtain the value of Rs, by using232

the negative branch of the Lambert W-function, W−1.233

b) Solving equation (7) to obtain the output current I in234

relation to the output voltage V by using the right-side235

sub-branch of the positive branch of the Lambert W-236

function W0
+.237

2) El-Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das explicit mod-238

els: solving (15), (18), and (21) by using the negative239

branch of the Lambert W-function W−1.240

3) MPPT (based on dc–dc converters) performance: Solving241

equation (27) by using the left- sub-branch of the positive242

branch of the Lambert W-function W0
−.243

A thorough review of the available literature was carried244

out, in order to obtain sufficiently large data to derive accurate245

mathematical expressions for the Lambert W-function within246

the appropriate x variable range (where this function needs to be247

calculated).248

The relevant data (i.e., the five parameters of the 1-diode/2-249

resistors model Ipv, I0, a, Rs, and Rsh, the number of cells series-250

connected, n, the temperature in which the I–V curve is measured251

or calculated T and the four characteristic points Isc, Voc, Imp,252

and Vmp), from 89 different photovoltaic devices (mostly solar253

panels), were found.254

A. Lambert W-Function for Solving the 1-D/2-R Equivalent255

Circuit Model Implicit Equation256

If we go to (7), this allows us to calculate the current for a257

variable x that is written in relation to the aforementioned five258

parameters of the 1-diode/2-resistors model, the number of cells259

series-connected, the temperature and the output voltage V260

x = f (Ipv, I0, a, Rs, Rsh, n, T, V ) . (29)

Bearing in mind that, when evaluating the performance of261

a photovoltaic device, two extremes of the above variable x262

arise at short circuit (V = 0) and open circuit (V = Voc) points,263

it is possible to define a characteristic interval for evaluating264

the Lambert W-function in relation to (7). The values of the265

Lambert W-function W0
+ calculated at each point (29) with266

the data from each photovoltaic device found in the available267

literature, at V = 0 and V = Voc, are shown in Fig. 6. Based on268

these points, included in the bracket [10−20, 10−5], the following269

approximation is proposed:270

W+
0 (x) = x

− exp
(

4.123 · 10−6 ln (x)2 + 2.0001 ln (x) + 1.64 · 10−4
)
.

(30)

The above equation has also been plotted in Fig. 7. It should be271

noted that this equation has 1.4% error for x = 0.1, the accuracy272

being improved for lower values of x. For larger values of x it273

is recommended to use the approximation proposed by Barry et274

al. [22] (see Appendix), as shown in Fig. 6.275

Fig. 6 Lambert W-function, W0
+ from (7) calculated at V= 0 and V=Voc for

the solar cells/solar panel data found in the available literature. The approximated
(30) is also plotted in the graph.

Fig. 7. Lambert W-function, W−1 from (8) calculated for the solar cells/solar
panel data found in the available literature (open circles). The approximated (32)
is also plotted in the graph.

B. Lambert W-Function for Solving the Series Resistor 276

Implicit Equation From the Analytcal Solution of the 1-D/2-R 277

Equivalent Circuit Model 278

The negative branch of the Lambert W-function, W−1, allows 279

the user to calculate the series resistor of the 1-diode/2-resistor 280

model Rs in relation to the characteristic points, the number 281

of cells that are series-connected, the ideality factor and the 282

temperature (8). Therefore, W−1 is required to be evaluated at 283

x = f (Isc, Imp, Voc, Vmp, a, n, T ) . (31)

In Fig. 7, the values of W−1, calculated at the values of the 284

above variable x resulting from the solar cells and solar panel 285

data found in the literature, are plotted. The bracket in which 286

the Lambert W-function W−1 needs to be evaluated is [−10−3, 287

−10−20]. The following simple expression is proposed for these 288

estimations: 289

W−1 (x) = 2.4978 · 10−5 ln (−x)3

+ 2.8111 · 10−3 ln (−x)2

+ 1.1299 ln (−x)− 1.4733. (32)
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Fig. 8. Lambert W-function, W−1 from (15), (18), and (21) calculated for the
solar cells/solar panel data found in the available literature (open circles, crosses,
and open squares). The approximated (34) is also plotted in the graph.

This equation is also plotted in Fig. 7. The maximum error in290

(32) was proven to be below 0.4%, within the mentioned bracket.291

C. Lambert W-Function for Solving the Equations From292

El-Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das Explicit Models293

With regard to the explicit models that need the Lambert294

W-function (15), (18), and (21), the values of this function are295

plotted in Fig. 8, in relation to the corresponding figures of296

variable x297

x = f (Isc, Imp, Voc, Vmp) (33)

for each photovoltaic device found in the available literature.298

Based on these points, the following equation is proposed for299

the Lambert W-function, W−1, in the bracket [−0.364, −0.1]300

W−1 (x)

= 248.42x4 + 134.24x3 + 4.4258x2 − 14.629x− 4.9631.
(34)

301

The above equation has less than 1.6% error within the men-302

tioned bracket.303

D. Lambert W-Function for Solving the Implicit Equation of304

the MPPT Model305

The left side of the Lambert W-function positive branch,306

required to solve the MPPT equation (see Section I-DD), needsQ3 307

to be evaluated at308

x = f (V1, I1, V2, Ich, ηmax) (35)

along with (27) and (28). The following mathematical expres-309

sions are proposed to approach the aforementioned left side of310

the Lambert W-function positive branch311

W−
0 (x) = x;x ∈ [−8 · 10−3, 0

]
(36)

W−
0 (x) = 3.50621x3 − 0.7188x2 + 1.0104x

x ∈ [−2.15 · 10−1,−8 · 10−3
]

(37)

Fig. 9. RTC France solar cell [58]. 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model and El
Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das explicit models fitted to the testing
results (Exp.) (top). Error of the different models in relation to the testing results,
ΔI = I – Iexp (bottom).

TABLE I
NUMBER OF SERIES-CONNECTED CELLS AND CHARACTERISTIC POINTS FROM

RTC FRANCE SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOWATT PWP 201 SOLAR PANEL

W−
0 (x) = 1.56322

(
x+ e−1

) 1
2.4 − 1

x ∈ [−e−1,−2.15 · 10−1
]
. (38)

Equations (36)–(38) have an error below 0.8%, 0.82% and 312

1.86%, respectively. 313

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 314

A. Modeling Solar Cells/Panels 315

In order to check the expressions for the Lambert W-function 316

obtained in the previous section, the well-known RTC France 317

solar cell and Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel I–V curves from 318

Easwarakhanthan et al. [58] were used (see Figs. 9 and 10). 319

Since the publication of this article, these curves have become 320

the standard for checking photovoltaic performance models 321

and parameter extraction procedures [59]–[69]. In Table I, the 322

number of series-connected cells, n, and the characteristic points 323

of both photovoltaic devices are included. 324
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Fig. 10. Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel [58]. 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit
model and El Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das explicit models fitted to
the testing results (Exp.). Error of the different models in relation to the testing
results, ΔI = I – Iexp (bottom).

TABLE II
1-D/2-R EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL FITTED TO THE RTC FRANCE SOLAR

CELL I-V CURVE. PARAMETERS EXTRACTED IN THE PRESENT ARTICLE AND IN

EASWARAKHANTHAN et al. [58]

In Tables II and III, the parameters related to the 1-D/2-R325

equivalent circuit model fitted to the mentioned I–V curves are326

included. These parameters were first extracted by selecting327

a reasonable value for the ideality factor, a = 1, and then by328

using (8) to (12), (6), (4), and (3), combined with (32), to solve329

the Lambert W-function in (6). Taking the extracted values of330

Tables II and III, (7) was solved with the help of the Lambert331

W-function in (30), to obtain the output current I as a function332

of the output voltage V. The results have been included as a333

solid line in Figs. 9 and 10. It can be observed that the results334

obtained match those from testing. The error with regard to335

the testing results ΔI is plotted in the bottom graphs of these336

figures, its maximum values being reduced in relation to Imp:337

1.7% (RTC) and 0.3% (PWP 201) for output voltages lower than338

Vmp, and 4.6% (RTC) and 4.4% (PWP 201) for output voltages339

larger than Vmp. Additionally, it should be noted that, logically,340

TABLE III
1-D/2-R EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL FITTED TO THE PHOTOWATT PWP 201

SOLAR PANEL I–V CURVE. PARAMETERS EXTRACTED IN THE PRESENT

ARTICLE AND IN EASWARAKHANTHAN et al. [58]

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF EL TAYYAN, KARMALKAR AND HANEEFA, AND DAS EXPLICIT

MODELS, FITTED TO RTC FRANCE SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOWATT PWP 201
SOLAR PANEL EXPERIMENTAL DATA [58].

the proposed approach is less precise than the numerical one 341

proposed by Easwarakhanthan et al. (1986), showing a larger 342

RMSE. Nevertheless, it can also be underlined that this larger 343

error in the proposed approach can be reduced by optimizing the 344

initial value of the ideality factor a by an iterative process. 345

The results from the explicit models (El Tayyan, Karmalkar 346

and Haneefa, and Das) applied to both the RTC France solar cell 347

and the Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel, and solved with the 348

proposed equations for the Lambert W-function, are included in 349

Figs. 9 and 10. A relevant match with the testing results can be 350

observed (with the exception of the fitting of El Tayyan’s method 351

to the PWP 201 experimental data), with reasonably reduced 352

values of RMSE (see Table IV). The current error ΔI in relation 353

to the testing results, is plotted in the bottom graphs of Figs. 9 354

and 10. As shown by the 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model, the 355

maximum errors in relation to Imp are not large: 0.62% (RTC) 356

and 3.5% (PWP 201) for output voltages lower than Vmp, and 357

3.2% (RTC) and 2.1% (PWP 201) for output voltages larger 358

than Vmp. These results exclude those from El-Tayyan’s model, 359

whose maximum errors are approximately twice those from 360

the other two explicit models. This poorer performance of El 361

Tayyan’s method has already been suggested [39]. 362

Finally, it should be emphasized that the fairly accurate re- 363

sults obtained with the proposed methodology (i.e., the use of 364

the Lambert W-Function when solving the 1-D/2-R equivalent 365

circuit model and the explicit methods), are obtained by very 366

simple calculations (in contrast with numerical methodologies) 367

to solve the aforementioned models. This is the most important 368

merit of the present article. 369
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Fig. 11. Output current, I2, from a MPPT system with the following charac-
teristics: V1 = V, I1 = A, ηmax = 0.8, and Ich = 0.3 A [see (24) to (28)], in
relation to the output voltage V2. The current, calculated by (26) and (27) is
compared to the resulting one from a constant efficiency MPPT whose value is
equal to ηmax (24).

Fig. 12. Percentage error [err, see (39)] of the output current I2 calculated
by (27) [and the proposed approach to the left side of the Lambert W-function
positive branch, (36) to (38)], with regard to the current calculated by solving
(26). The error, err, is plotted in relation to the output voltage V2. (See also
Fig. 11.)

B. Modeling MPPT Based on DC–DC Converters370

In Fig. 11, the output current I2 is shown in relation to the371

output voltage, V2, for a solar panel—MPPT system with the372

following characteristics: V1 = V, I1 = A, ηmax = 0.8, and373

Ich = 0.3 A. This current was calculated:374

1) by solving (26) numerically (plotted with a dashed line);375

and376

2) by (27), also taking into account (36)–(38) (solid grey377

line).378

Finally, these curves are compared to the current from an ideal379

MPPT system with a constant efficiency equal to ηmax (plotted380

with a solid line). The effect of the efficiency reduction can be381

clearly observed for the lower values of the output current. The382

percentage error of the output current I2 calculated by (27), is383

plotted in relation to that from (26), as shown in Fig. 12384

err =
I2,eq.(27) − I2,eq.(26)

I2,eq.(26)
. (39)

Fig. 12 shows that the error related to equation (27), solved 385

with the suggested approach to the Lambert W-function defined 386

by (36) to (38), is lower than 1%. 387

V. CONCLUSION 388

The Lambert W-function has revealed itself to be a relevant 389

tool for solving the implicit equations that arise when analyzing 390

photovoltaic systems performance. However, working with this 391

mathematical function can be a challenge as it is not represented 392

by any direct equation. 393

In the present article, simple equations are successfully de- 394

rived for the Lambert W-function in the following cases. 395

1) Direct calculation of the photovoltaic output current I 396

as a function of the output voltage V by using the 1- 397

diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model (with all the five 398

parameters being well defined). 399

2) Calculation of the series resistor parameter Rs from the 400

1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model in relation to 401

the characteristic points of the I-V curve (Isc, Imp, Voc, 402

and Vmp), the ideality factor a the number of the series- 403

connected cells of the photovoltaic device, and the thermal 404

voltage VT. 405

3) Calculation of the parameters from the explicit methods 406

by El Tayyan, Karmalkar and Hannefa, and Das. 407

4) Calculation of the output current of a photovoltaic system 408

composed of a solar panel and an MPPT based on a dc– 409

dc converter, when the efficiency of this maximum peak 410

power tracking is modeled by a simple first-order system 411

equation. 412

The proposed Lambert W-function equations were checked 413

with well-known standard information from the RTC solar cell 414

and the Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel [I–V curves from 415

Easwarakhanthan et al. (1986)]. The results obtained from fitting 416

the 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model (with an initial condition 417

a = 1) indicate a 4.6% maximum error (in relation to Imp). This 418

is quite a relevant result, bearing in mind that this accuracy can 419

be improved by optimizing the ideality factor a, and how easily 420

it was obtained by using the proposed equations for the Lambert 421

W-function. Additionally, the fitting of three explicit models to 422

the aforementioned testing data was carried out with the derived 423

equations. The results from the Karmalkar and Haneefa and Das 424

models indicate a 3.5% maximum error (in relation to Imp). The 425

results related to El Tayyan’s model are less accurate, the lack 426

of accuracy being related to the model itself. 427

The results regarding the Lambert W-function equations when 428

analyzing MPPT behavior, were also checked by a direct com- 429

parison with the numerical solution. The results obtained by 430

the use of the procedure described in the present article have a 431

maximum difference of 1% in relation to the numerical solution. 432

APPENDIX 433

Analytical approximation to the Lambert W-function pro- 434

posed by Barry et al. [22] 435

W−
0 (x) = −1 +

√
ϕ

1 +
((
N1

√
ϕ
)/

N2 +
√
ϕ
) (40)
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where436

ϕ = 2 (1 + ex) (41)

N1 =

(
1 − 1√

2

)(
N2 +

√
2
)

(42)

N2 = 3
√

2 + 6 −
(
2237 + 1457

√
2
)
e− 4108

√
2 − 5764(

215 + 199
√

2
)
e− 430

√
2 − 796

ϕ

(43)

W+
0 (x) = 1.4586887 ln

(
1.2x

ln (2.4x/ln (1 + 2.4x))

)

−0.4586887 ln

(
2x

ln (1 + 2x)

)
(44)

W−1 (x) = −1 − σ − 5.95061

(
1 − 1

1 + f(σ)

)
(45)

where437

f (σ) =
0.23766

√
σ

1 − 0.0042σ exp (−0.0201
√
σ)

(46)

σ = − 1 − ln (−x) . (47)
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Abstract—In this article, simplified and easy-to-work-with equa-

Q1

5
tions for the Lambert W-function are derived. This function is6
widely used to solve equations related to photovoltaic systems. More7
specifically, this mathematical function represents a useful tool8
when modeling solar cells/panels performance (that is, the current-9
voltage curve) by analytical approaches. However, the Lambert10
W-function has a complex solving process which might represent11
an unaffordable mathematical challenge for a great number of pro-12
fessionals/technicians in the photovoltaic industrial sector. Simple13
approximations for the Lambert W-function on both of its branches14
(positive and negative) are proposed in this article. The results of15
the present article show a simple but accurate way for photovoltaic16
systems modeling, even when these systems comprise a maximum17
power point tracking subsystem.18

Index Terms—1-diode/2-resistor model, I–V curve, Lambert W-19
function, maximum power point tracking (MPPT), photovoltaic20
systems performance, solar cell, solar panel.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

R ENEWABLE energy plays a very important role in reduc-23

ing fossil resources consumption [1], which is a present24

and urgent need for mankind due to problems, such as global25

warming, climate change and air pollution [2]. Among the26

different renewable energy sources, solar energy is probably the27

most relevant, as it is clean, safe, and unlimited [3], [4].28

The figures can be overwhelming. In one year the amount29

of energy received from the sun is 10 000 times larger than30

the world’s energy consumption [4]. The installed photovoltaic31

power increased from 100.9 GW in 2012 to 230 GW in 2015,32

reaching 400 GW in 2017 [1], [5]. This rate of increase has been33
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possible due to a new generation of solar cells that allow pro- 34

duction growth while reducing costs and environmental impact 35

[6]. 36

Modeling has become the key for photovoltaic system de- 37

sign and development, as it allows proper and accurate energy 38

production forecasts [7]. The modeling of these photovoltaic 39

systems (solar cells or solar panels) is normally carried out 40

by using equivalent circuit models, whose equations are quite 41

challenging as they are mathematically implicit expressions. 42

Nevertheless, in the last decade the Lambert W-function has 43

been revealed as a powerful tool to solve these equations. 44

The aim of the present article is to derive simple expressions 45

for the Lambert W-function, which is commonly used in pho- 46

tovoltaic systems, and describe how this function is required to 47

solve equations related to these systems. The proposed expres- 48

sions were derived by fitting well-known mathematical equa- 49

tions (polynomials, exponential functions, hyperbolic functions) 50

to points on the Lambert W-function calculated numerically 51

with the highest available accuracy. The work carried out in 52

the IDR/UPM Institute has prompted the authors to carry out 53

the present article, as simple solutions to analyze solar panel 54

behavior are required when developing spacecraft missions in a 55

concurrent design facility [[8]–[11]], or analyzing thermoelec- 56

tric coupled behavior [12]. 57

The innovation offered by the present article is to derive 58

very simple expressions for the Lambert W-function that can be 59

solved quickly with a pocket calculator, to model a photovoltaic 60

systems performance (or that can be easily programmed for 61

complex simulations, such as the thermo-electric analysis of 62

space systems). 63

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, 64

the Lambert W-Function is described in relation to its use in 65

photovoltaic systems modeling. In Section III, the different 66

mathematical expressions derived to estimate the Lambert W- 67

function branches W−1, W0
+, and W0

−, are defined, together 68

with their accuracy. In Section IV, the results of the use of these 69

equations are shown. Finally, the conclusions is summarized in 70

Section V. 71

II. LAMBERT W-FUNCTION 72

The Lambert W-function has proven to be a very useful 73

tool for solving equations related to: time-delay differential 74

problems, control stability, flight dynamics of projectiles, en- 75

zyme kinetics, and solid-state electronics modeling problems 76

0093-9994 © 2021 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Lambert W-function. The different branches are indicated in the graph.

[13]. Solar cell/panel modeling sits within the latter discipline77

[[14]–[21]].78

The Lambert W-function, W(z), is defined as79

z = W (z) exp (W (z)) (1)

where z is a complex number. For a real variable x, the Lambert80

function is defined within the bracket [−1/e, �], having a double81

value within the bracket [−1/e, 0]. Two different branches are82

defined for this function: W0(x), for W(x) ≥−1, and W−1(x), for83

W(x) ≤ −1. Additionally, the branch W0(x) is divided into two84

sections that can be better approached separately: W0
−(x), for85

W0(x) ≤ 0, and W0
+(x), for W0 (x) ≥ 0, see Fig. 1.86

This is quite a complex function that needs some computa-87

tional aid to be solved, as it is defined by an explicit mathematical88

expression. Although easier approximations to this function89

can be found in the literature, such as the one proposed by90

Barry et al. [22], they are still too complex to be considered91

“direct” equations. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that92

the approximation from Barry et al. related to the sub-branch93

W0
+(x) and is far less complicated than the ones related to94

W−1(x) and W0
−(x) (see Appendix).95

A. Lambert W-Function When Using 1-Diode/2-Resistor96

Equivalent Circuit Model97

The 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model is the most98

popular way to model solar cell/panel behavior. The equation99

that relates the output current, I, to the output voltage, V, in this100

Fig. 2. Solar cell/panel 1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit.

Fig. 3. I–V (current-voltage) and P–V (power-voltage) curves of a Si solar
cell.

model (see Fig. 2) is the following [23]: 101

I = Ipv − I0

[
exp

(
V + IRs

naVT

)
− 1

]
− V + IRs

Rsh
(2)

in which the first term is the photocurrent, the second term is 102

the current through the diode, and the third term represents the 103

current through the shunt resistor. VT is the thermal voltage 104

(VT = κT/q; κ being the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, 105

and q the electron charge), a is the ideality factor of the diode 106

and n is the number of series-connected cells within the panel. 107

Working with the above equation is not a simple task, as the 108

parameters involved in the equation (Ipv, I0, a, Rs, and Rsh) 109

should be calculated to fit the equation to a specific I-V curve 110

(see Fig. 3), which depends on both the solar irradiance, G, on 111

the cell/panel and its temperature, T. 112

Equation (1) is an implicit mathematical expression. There- 113

fore, for a given value of the output voltage V the calculation 114

of the corresponding output current I is not immediate, which 115

makes an iteration process necessary. Nevertheless, different 116

methodologies have been developed to work with this equation 117

depending on the available information [24]–[30]. 118

Among the aforementioned methodologies developed to fit 119

equation (1) to a specific I–V curve, it is possible to men- 120

tion numerical and analytical ones. Numerical techniques fit 121

the equation by using different algorithms. These procedures 122

obtain very accurate results. However, they require both high 123

computational resources and skill. Additionally, they might be 124

a drawback if coupled calculations are required (thermoelectric 125

calculations of the behavior of solar panels in space are a good 126

example of this sort of calculation [12]). 127
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On the other hand, analytical procedures are simpler and based128

on limited information from the I–V curve, its characteristic129

points are as follows [31], [32]:130

1) short circuit current Isc;131

2) open circuit voltage Voc;132

3) current and voltage at maximum power point (MPP) Imp133

and Vmp.134

Analytical methodologies are not as accurate as the numerical135

ones, but can offer quick and satisfactory results.136

If the characteristic points of the I–V curve are known for137

certain values of sun irradiance G and the temperature T, it138

is possible to calculate four of the parameters of the model in139

relation to the fifth one, which is the ideality factor, a [23], [33]140

Ipv =
Rsh +Rs

Rsh
Isc (3)

I0 =
(Rsh +Rs) Isc − Voc

Rsh exp
(

Voc

naVT

) (4)

× naVTVmp (2Imp − Isc)(
(VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)) (Vmp − ImpRs)

−naVT (VmpIsc − VocImp)

)

= exp

(
Vmp + ImpRs − Voc

naVT

)
(5)

Rsh =
(Vmp − ImpRs) (Vmp −Rs (Isc − Imp)− naVT )

(Vmp − ImpRs) (Isc − Imp)− naVT Imp
.

(6)

Therefore, once the ideality factor a, has been estimated141

(according to its value within the bracket [1, 1.5] [34], [35]),142

it is possible to sequentially obtain Rs [from (5)], Rsh [from143

(6)], I0 [from (4)], and Ipv [from (3)]. Finally, the output current144

I can be defined for each value of the output voltage V by means145

of an iterative process, or the following equation [36]:146

I =
Rsh (Ipv + I0)− V

Rsh +Rs

− naVT

Rs
W0

(
RshRsI0

naVT (Rsh +Rs)

exp

(
RshRs (Ipv + I0) +RshV

naVT (Rsh +Rs)

))
(7)

where W0 is the positive branch of the Lambert W-function. In147

fact, the right-side sub-branch W0
+ is the one required.148

Alternatively, solving equation (5) to obtain the value of Rs149

requires an iterative process, this parameter can be obtained from150

[37]151

Rs = A (W−1 (B exp (C))− (D + C)) (8)

where W−1 is the negative branch of the Lambert W-function152

and153

A =
naVT

Imp
(9)

B = − Vmp (2Imp − Isc)

VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)
(10)

C = −2Vmp − Voc

naVT
+

VmpIsc − VocImp

VmpIsc + Voc (Imp − Isc)
(11)

D =
Vmp − Voc

naVT
. (12)

B. Explicit Models Solved With the Lambert W-Function 154

There are several explicit models to analyze the current- 155

voltage performance of a solar cell/panel [38], [39]. Although 156

these approximations do not preserve any physical aspect of 157

the photovoltaic conversion process, they are interesting and 158

accurate enough to generate new works from time to time [40]. 159

Among the explicit models, the ones that reach a solution based 160

on the Lambert W-function are as follows. 161

1) El-Tayyan’s model 162

I = Isc − C1 exp

(
−Voc

C2

)(
exp

(
V

C2

)
− 1

)
(13)

where 163

C1 =
Isc

1 − exp
(
−Voc

C2

) (14)

and, if Voc/C2 >> 1 164

C2 =
Vmp − Voc

W−1

((
1 − Voc

Vmp

)(
Imp

Isc

)) . (15)

165

2) Karmalkar and Haneefa’s model 166

I

Isc
= 1 − (1 − γ)

(
V

Voc

)
− γ

(
V

Voc

)m

(16)

where 167

γ =
2
(

Imp

Isc

)
− 1

(m− 1)
(

Vmp

Voc

)m (17)

m =

W−1

(
−
(

Voc

Vmp

) 1
K ( 1

K

)
ln
(

Vmp

Voc

))

ln
(

Vmp

Voc

) +
1
K

+ 1 (18)

with 168

K =
1 −

(
Imp

Isc

)
−
(

Vmp

Voc

)
2
(

Imp

Isc

)
− 1

. (19)

169

3) Das’ model 170

I

Isc
=

1 −
(

V
Voc

)k
1 + h

(
V
Voc

) (20)

where 171

k =
W−1

((
Imp

Isc

)
ln
(

Vmp

Voc

))
ln
(

Vmp

Voc

) (21)
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Fig. 4. Sketch of a solar panel connected to a dc–dc converter that works as
MPPT.

h =

(
Voc

Vmp

)(
Isc
Imp

− 1
k
− 1

)
. (22)

C. Modeling Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)172

Performance With the Lambert W-Function173

The ambient conditions in which a solar panel works (temper-174

ature and solar irradiance), have a relevant effect on its perfor-175

mance [12], [37], [41]. This problem has led to the development176

of MPPT methods, in order to fix the working point of the solar177

panel at the MPP of the I–V curve (see Fig. 3), no matter the178

level of the irradiance on the solar panel or the temperature of179

its cells.180

Among the different electronic architectures on which MPPT181

systems are based, dc–dc converters should be mentioned [42]–182

[45]. In this MPPT, the voltage at the primary winding (where the183

solar panel is connected, see Fig. 4) is changed in relation to the184

voltage at the secondary winding, to reach the aforementioned185

MPP [46]–[49]. Additionally, it should be noted that the process186

of setting the voltage at the primary winding of the dc–dc187

converter at the MPP of a solar panel, in relation to the irradiance188

and temperature conditions, is not an immediate task, since there189

are many procedures available in [50]–[57].190

The behavior of a solar panel can be defined by means of191

its efficiency, η, defined as the ratio between the input and the192

output power193

η =
V2I2

V1I1
(23)

where V1 is the input voltage, V2 is the output voltage, I1 is194

the input current, and I2 is the output current (all variables in195

relation to the MPPT, see Fig. 4).196

The efficiency η of the three dc–dc converters used in the197

UPMSat-2 satellite power distribution subsystem is plotted in198

relation to the output current I2 in Fig. 5. These converters are199

as follows.200

1) ±15 V converter: It converts the bus voltage into +15 and201

−15 V (this converter has two output voltage levels in202

relation to ground).203

2) +5 V converter: It converts +15 V voltage into +5 V.204

3) +3.3 V converter: It converts +15 V voltage into +3.3 V.205

Fig. 5. Efficiency η of the UPMSat-2 power distribution subsystem dc–dc
converters in relation to the output current I2. The fitting of (24) to the three data
sets have also been plotted as solid lines.

It is possible to fit each one of these curves to the following 206

equation: 207

η = ηmax (1 − exp (g (I2))) (24)

where ηmax is the maximum value of the efficiency and f (I2) is a 208

function (normally, a polynomial) which depends on the output 209

current, I2. If the simplest approach is selected: 210

g (I2) = − I2

Ich
. (25)

Equation (24) becomes the well-known solution of a first order 211

system. In the above equation, Ich is a characteristic current. 212

In Fig. 5, (24) has been fitted to the three sets of data, the 213

values of the maximum efficiency and the characteristic current 214

being: η = 0.8 and Ich = 0.22 A (±15 V converter); η = 0.84 215

and Ich = 0.25 A (+5 V converter); and η = 0.78 and Ich = 0.31 216

A (+3.3 V converter). 217

Once the output voltage, V2, the input variables of the MPPT 218

(I1 and V1, i.e., the MPP), and the behavior of the MPPT (η and 219

Ich) are known, the problem that needs to be solved is finding 220

the correct value of the output current I2. The following implicit 221

equation defines this problem: 222

I2 =
V1I1

V2
ηmax

(
1 − exp

(
− I2

Ich

))
. (26)

As the equation from the solar panel 1-D/2-R equivalent 223

circuit model, the above equation can be defined by using the 224

left side of the Lambert W-function positive branch 225

I2 = Ich
(
λ +W−

0 (−λ exp (−λ))
)

(27)

where 226

λ =
V1I1

V2Ich
ηmax. (28)
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III. LAMBERT W-FUNCTION SIMPLE EQUATIONS227

Once the problems in which the Lambert W-function needs to228

be accurately estimated were identified (see previous sections),229

they can be summarized as follows.230

1) 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model231

a) Solving equation (8) to obtain the value of Rs, by using232

the negative branch of the Lambert W-function, W−1.233

b) Solving equation (7) to obtain the output current I in234

relation to the output voltage V by using the right-side235

sub-branch of the positive branch of the Lambert W-236

function W0
+.237

2) El-Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das explicit mod-238

els: solving (15), (18), and (21) by using the negative239

branch of the Lambert W-function W−1.240

3) MPPT (based on dc–dc converters) performance: Solving241

equation (27) by using the left- sub-branch of the positive242

branch of the Lambert W-function W0
−.243

A thorough review of the available literature was carried244

out, in order to obtain sufficiently large data to derive accurate245

mathematical expressions for the Lambert W-function within246

the appropriate x variable range (where this function needs to be247

calculated).248

The relevant data (i.e., the five parameters of the 1-diode/2-249

resistors model Ipv, I0, a, Rs, and Rsh, the number of cells series-250

connected, n, the temperature in which the I–V curve is measured251

or calculated T and the four characteristic points Isc, Voc, Imp,252

and Vmp), from 89 different photovoltaic devices (mostly solar253

panels), were found.254

A. Lambert W-Function for Solving the 1-D/2-R Equivalent255

Circuit Model Implicit Equation256

If we go to (7), this allows us to calculate the current for a257

variable x that is written in relation to the aforementioned five258

parameters of the 1-diode/2-resistors model, the number of cells259

series-connected, the temperature and the output voltage V260

x = f (Ipv, I0, a, Rs, Rsh, n, T, V ) . (29)

Bearing in mind that, when evaluating the performance of261

a photovoltaic device, two extremes of the above variable x262

arise at short circuit (V = 0) and open circuit (V = Voc) points,263

it is possible to define a characteristic interval for evaluating264

the Lambert W-function in relation to (7). The values of the265

Lambert W-function W0
+ calculated at each point (29) with266

the data from each photovoltaic device found in the available267

literature, at V = 0 and V = Voc, are shown in Fig. 6. Based on268

these points, included in the bracket [10−20, 10−5], the following269

approximation is proposed:270

W+
0 (x) = x

− exp
(

4.123 · 10−6 ln (x)2 + 2.0001 ln (x) + 1.64 · 10−4
)
.

(30)

The above equation has also been plotted in Fig. 7. It should be271

noted that this equation has 1.4% error for x = 0.1, the accuracy272

being improved for lower values of x. For larger values of x it273

is recommended to use the approximation proposed by Barry et274

al. [22] (see Appendix), as shown in Fig. 6.275

Fig. 6 Lambert W-function, W0
+ from (7) calculated at V= 0 and V=Voc for

the solar cells/solar panel data found in the available literature. The approximated
(30) is also plotted in the graph.

Fig. 7. Lambert W-function, W−1 from (8) calculated for the solar cells/solar
panel data found in the available literature (open circles). The approximated (32)
is also plotted in the graph.

B. Lambert W-Function for Solving the Series Resistor 276

Implicit Equation From the Analytcal Solution of the 1-D/2-R 277

Equivalent Circuit Model 278

The negative branch of the Lambert W-function, W−1, allows 279

the user to calculate the series resistor of the 1-diode/2-resistor 280

model Rs in relation to the characteristic points, the number 281

of cells that are series-connected, the ideality factor and the 282

temperature (8). Therefore, W−1 is required to be evaluated at 283

x = f (Isc, Imp, Voc, Vmp, a, n, T ) . (31)

In Fig. 7, the values of W−1, calculated at the values of the 284

above variable x resulting from the solar cells and solar panel 285

data found in the literature, are plotted. The bracket in which 286

the Lambert W-function W−1 needs to be evaluated is [−10−3, 287

−10−20]. The following simple expression is proposed for these 288

estimations: 289

W−1 (x) = 2.4978 · 10−5 ln (−x)3

+ 2.8111 · 10−3 ln (−x)2

+ 1.1299 ln (−x)− 1.4733. (32)
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Fig. 8. Lambert W-function, W−1 from (15), (18), and (21) calculated for the
solar cells/solar panel data found in the available literature (open circles, crosses,
and open squares). The approximated (34) is also plotted in the graph.

This equation is also plotted in Fig. 7. The maximum error in290

(32) was proven to be below 0.4%, within the mentioned bracket.291

C. Lambert W-Function for Solving the Equations From292

El-Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das Explicit Models293

With regard to the explicit models that need the Lambert294

W-function (15), (18), and (21), the values of this function are295

plotted in Fig. 8, in relation to the corresponding figures of296

variable x297

x = f (Isc, Imp, Voc, Vmp) (33)

for each photovoltaic device found in the available literature.298

Based on these points, the following equation is proposed for299

the Lambert W-function, W−1, in the bracket [−0.364, −0.1]300

W−1 (x)

= 248.42x4 + 134.24x3 + 4.4258x2 − 14.629x− 4.9631.
(34)

301

The above equation has less than 1.6% error within the men-302

tioned bracket.303

D. Lambert W-Function for Solving the Implicit Equation of304

the MPPT Model305

The left side of the Lambert W-function positive branch,306

required to solve the MPPT equation (see Section I-DD), needsQ3 307

to be evaluated at308

x = f (V1, I1, V2, Ich, ηmax) (35)

along with (27) and (28). The following mathematical expres-309

sions are proposed to approach the aforementioned left side of310

the Lambert W-function positive branch311

W−
0 (x) = x;x ∈ [−8 · 10−3, 0

]
(36)

W−
0 (x) = 3.50621x3 − 0.7188x2 + 1.0104x

x ∈ [−2.15 · 10−1,−8 · 10−3
]

(37)

Fig. 9. RTC France solar cell [58]. 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model and El
Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das explicit models fitted to the testing
results (Exp.) (top). Error of the different models in relation to the testing results,
ΔI = I – Iexp (bottom).

TABLE I
NUMBER OF SERIES-CONNECTED CELLS AND CHARACTERISTIC POINTS FROM

RTC FRANCE SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOWATT PWP 201 SOLAR PANEL

W−
0 (x) = 1.56322

(
x+ e−1

) 1
2.4 − 1

x ∈ [−e−1,−2.15 · 10−1
]
. (38)

Equations (36)–(38) have an error below 0.8%, 0.82% and 312

1.86%, respectively. 313

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 314

A. Modeling Solar Cells/Panels 315

In order to check the expressions for the Lambert W-function 316

obtained in the previous section, the well-known RTC France 317

solar cell and Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel I–V curves from 318

Easwarakhanthan et al. [58] were used (see Figs. 9 and 10). 319

Since the publication of this article, these curves have become 320

the standard for checking photovoltaic performance models 321

and parameter extraction procedures [59]–[69]. In Table I, the 322

number of series-connected cells, n, and the characteristic points 323

of both photovoltaic devices are included. 324
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Fig. 10. Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel [58]. 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit
model and El Tayyan, Karmalkar and Haneefa, and Das explicit models fitted to
the testing results (Exp.). Error of the different models in relation to the testing
results, ΔI = I – Iexp (bottom).

TABLE II
1-D/2-R EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL FITTED TO THE RTC FRANCE SOLAR

CELL I-V CURVE. PARAMETERS EXTRACTED IN THE PRESENT ARTICLE AND IN

EASWARAKHANTHAN et al. [58]

In Tables II and III, the parameters related to the 1-D/2-R325

equivalent circuit model fitted to the mentioned I–V curves are326

included. These parameters were first extracted by selecting327

a reasonable value for the ideality factor, a = 1, and then by328

using (8) to (12), (6), (4), and (3), combined with (32), to solve329

the Lambert W-function in (6). Taking the extracted values of330

Tables II and III, (7) was solved with the help of the Lambert331

W-function in (30), to obtain the output current I as a function332

of the output voltage V. The results have been included as a333

solid line in Figs. 9 and 10. It can be observed that the results334

obtained match those from testing. The error with regard to335

the testing results ΔI is plotted in the bottom graphs of these336

figures, its maximum values being reduced in relation to Imp:337

1.7% (RTC) and 0.3% (PWP 201) for output voltages lower than338

Vmp, and 4.6% (RTC) and 4.4% (PWP 201) for output voltages339

larger than Vmp. Additionally, it should be noted that, logically,340

TABLE III
1-D/2-R EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL FITTED TO THE PHOTOWATT PWP 201

SOLAR PANEL I–V CURVE. PARAMETERS EXTRACTED IN THE PRESENT

ARTICLE AND IN EASWARAKHANTHAN et al. [58]

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF EL TAYYAN, KARMALKAR AND HANEEFA, AND DAS EXPLICIT

MODELS, FITTED TO RTC FRANCE SOLAR CELL AND PHOTOWATT PWP 201
SOLAR PANEL EXPERIMENTAL DATA [58].

the proposed approach is less precise than the numerical one 341

proposed by Easwarakhanthan et al. (1986), showing a larger 342

RMSE. Nevertheless, it can also be underlined that this larger 343

error in the proposed approach can be reduced by optimizing the 344

initial value of the ideality factor a by an iterative process. 345

The results from the explicit models (El Tayyan, Karmalkar 346

and Haneefa, and Das) applied to both the RTC France solar cell 347

and the Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel, and solved with the 348

proposed equations for the Lambert W-function, are included in 349

Figs. 9 and 10. A relevant match with the testing results can be 350

observed (with the exception of the fitting of El Tayyan’s method 351

to the PWP 201 experimental data), with reasonably reduced 352

values of RMSE (see Table IV). The current error ΔI in relation 353

to the testing results, is plotted in the bottom graphs of Figs. 9 354

and 10. As shown by the 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model, the 355

maximum errors in relation to Imp are not large: 0.62% (RTC) 356

and 3.5% (PWP 201) for output voltages lower than Vmp, and 357

3.2% (RTC) and 2.1% (PWP 201) for output voltages larger 358

than Vmp. These results exclude those from El-Tayyan’s model, 359

whose maximum errors are approximately twice those from 360

the other two explicit models. This poorer performance of El 361

Tayyan’s method has already been suggested [39]. 362

Finally, it should be emphasized that the fairly accurate re- 363

sults obtained with the proposed methodology (i.e., the use of 364

the Lambert W-Function when solving the 1-D/2-R equivalent 365

circuit model and the explicit methods), are obtained by very 366

simple calculations (in contrast with numerical methodologies) 367

to solve the aforementioned models. This is the most important 368

merit of the present article. 369
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Fig. 11. Output current, I2, from a MPPT system with the following charac-
teristics: V1 = V, I1 = A, ηmax = 0.8, and Ich = 0.3 A [see (24) to (28)], in
relation to the output voltage V2. The current, calculated by (26) and (27) is
compared to the resulting one from a constant efficiency MPPT whose value is
equal to ηmax (24).

Fig. 12. Percentage error [err, see (39)] of the output current I2 calculated
by (27) [and the proposed approach to the left side of the Lambert W-function
positive branch, (36) to (38)], with regard to the current calculated by solving
(26). The error, err, is plotted in relation to the output voltage V2. (See also
Fig. 11.)

B. Modeling MPPT Based on DC–DC Converters370

In Fig. 11, the output current I2 is shown in relation to the371

output voltage, V2, for a solar panel—MPPT system with the372

following characteristics: V1 = V, I1 = A, ηmax = 0.8, and373

Ich = 0.3 A. This current was calculated:374

1) by solving (26) numerically (plotted with a dashed line);375

and376

2) by (27), also taking into account (36)–(38) (solid grey377

line).378

Finally, these curves are compared to the current from an ideal379

MPPT system with a constant efficiency equal to ηmax (plotted380

with a solid line). The effect of the efficiency reduction can be381

clearly observed for the lower values of the output current. The382

percentage error of the output current I2 calculated by (27), is383

plotted in relation to that from (26), as shown in Fig. 12384

err =
I2,eq.(27) − I2,eq.(26)

I2,eq.(26)
. (39)

Fig. 12 shows that the error related to equation (27), solved 385

with the suggested approach to the Lambert W-function defined 386

by (36) to (38), is lower than 1%. 387

V. CONCLUSION 388

The Lambert W-function has revealed itself to be a relevant 389

tool for solving the implicit equations that arise when analyzing 390

photovoltaic systems performance. However, working with this 391

mathematical function can be a challenge as it is not represented 392

by any direct equation. 393

In the present article, simple equations are successfully de- 394

rived for the Lambert W-function in the following cases. 395

1) Direct calculation of the photovoltaic output current I 396

as a function of the output voltage V by using the 1- 397

diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model (with all the five 398

parameters being well defined). 399

2) Calculation of the series resistor parameter Rs from the 400

1-diode/2-resistor equivalent circuit model in relation to 401

the characteristic points of the I-V curve (Isc, Imp, Voc, 402

and Vmp), the ideality factor a the number of the series- 403

connected cells of the photovoltaic device, and the thermal 404

voltage VT. 405

3) Calculation of the parameters from the explicit methods 406

by El Tayyan, Karmalkar and Hannefa, and Das. 407

4) Calculation of the output current of a photovoltaic system 408

composed of a solar panel and an MPPT based on a dc– 409

dc converter, when the efficiency of this maximum peak 410

power tracking is modeled by a simple first-order system 411

equation. 412

The proposed Lambert W-function equations were checked 413

with well-known standard information from the RTC solar cell 414

and the Photowatt PWP 201 solar panel [I–V curves from 415

Easwarakhanthan et al. (1986)]. The results obtained from fitting 416

the 1-D/2-R equivalent circuit model (with an initial condition 417

a = 1) indicate a 4.6% maximum error (in relation to Imp). This 418

is quite a relevant result, bearing in mind that this accuracy can 419

be improved by optimizing the ideality factor a, and how easily 420

it was obtained by using the proposed equations for the Lambert 421

W-function. Additionally, the fitting of three explicit models to 422

the aforementioned testing data was carried out with the derived 423

equations. The results from the Karmalkar and Haneefa and Das 424

models indicate a 3.5% maximum error (in relation to Imp). The 425

results related to El Tayyan’s model are less accurate, the lack 426

of accuracy being related to the model itself. 427

The results regarding the Lambert W-function equations when 428

analyzing MPPT behavior, were also checked by a direct com- 429

parison with the numerical solution. The results obtained by 430

the use of the procedure described in the present article have a 431

maximum difference of 1% in relation to the numerical solution. 432

APPENDIX 433

Analytical approximation to the Lambert W-function pro- 434

posed by Barry et al. [22] 435

W−
0 (x) = −1 +

√
ϕ

1 +
((
N1

√
ϕ
)/

N2 +
√
ϕ
) (40)
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where436

ϕ = 2 (1 + ex) (41)

N1 =

(
1 − 1√

2

)(
N2 +

√
2
)

(42)

N2 = 3
√

2 + 6 −
(
2237 + 1457

√
2
)
e− 4108

√
2 − 5764(

215 + 199
√

2
)
e− 430

√
2 − 796

ϕ

(43)

W+
0 (x) = 1.4586887 ln

(
1.2x

ln (2.4x/ln (1 + 2.4x))

)

−0.4586887 ln

(
2x

ln (1 + 2x)

)
(44)

W−1 (x) = −1 − σ − 5.95061

(
1 − 1

1 + f(σ)

)
(45)

where437

f (σ) =
0.23766

√
σ

1 − 0.0042σ exp (−0.0201
√
σ)

(46)

σ = − 1 − ln (−x) . (47)
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